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NEW PHOTOELECTRIC INJECTOR DESIGN FOR THE Los ALAMOS NATIONAL

LABORATORY XUV FEL ACCELERATOR*

B, E. CARLSTEN

Los Alamos National Latwratory, JfS-H825, Los Alamos, NM 87545 (U. S,A)

The injector for the La Alarnos National Laboratory XUV FEL accelerator has been

redesigned to provide more charge to the wiggler The new design can deliver 8 nC of charge within

2G ps with a normalized 90% emittai.ce of <25 nminmrad to the wiggler at an energy of

209 MeV. In addition to the new design of the injectol, we analyze the emittance growth and

subsequent reduction through the injector, including the different mechanisms for emittance growth

and the methcuk used to eliminate the correlated emittance.

1. [ntroductiort

As has heen reported before [ 1, 2], Los Alamos National Laboratory proposes to construct an

XCV FEL system, extending from 1 to 400 nm, as a user’s facility. In a previous paper [ 1], two

preliminary rf linac injector and accelerator designs were presented that met minimum quality

values for the electron beam [21. The first design started with a photoelectric i~”ector and used

ma~etic bunching to obtain high peak currenh. The ae:ond design, meant as a backup, started with

a conventional therm ionic Pierce gun and also relied on magnetic bunching. The emittance from the

second design, although more than 50% larger than from the firct design, still was below the

minimum emittance requirement for Iasing at 50 nm

There were severnl reaaons to redo the design using the photoelectric i~ector Firet, only

2.5 nC ofchargs was available at the wigglers (about 250 A), which is only marginally larger than the

minimum of 2 TIC. The beam was filtered by an aperture at relatively low energy, which could

generate deleterious wukefiolds. Also, from the experimental prorrram at Los Alamos National

Laboratory, we learned that magnetic bunchinfl is very dangerous [3], In addition to the wakefields

reported in that reference, banm emittance is affected hy the potential depression as the beam is

bunched and aleo by higher order (sextupole a Id up) nonachromatic transport components in the

bend. In addition, n.agnetic tmnchern are sensitive to energy jitter in th~ accelerator, resulting in

arrival time jitter at the wi~glere For t$ese reurwnn, we redesigned the accel-rntor using a

photoelectric injector without magnetic bunching or an aperture for filtering. Computer simulatmnn

.—. —
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were done with the particle-pushing code PA R.MELA, In the earlier review, beam breakup and other

instabilities were studied for the 1,3-GHz cavities used; the study will not be repeated here.

In sect, 2, we will review the electron beam requirements determined from theoretical FEL

interaction studies.

In sect, 3, we will analyze the emittince growth mechanisms in the injector and show bIow it is

possible to achieve extremely low emittances. Design considerations resulting from this analysis will

be used in sect. 4 to generate an alternative photoelectric design, still with good emittance, but with

8nC delivered to the wiggler,

2. Electron beam requirements

Simulations of the free-electron Iasing interaction have indicated the following minimum

quality values fok an electron beam entering an undulator [ 1]:

Wavelength 50 nm 12, nm 4 nm

Energy 250 MeV 500 YfeV 750 Nle V

Normalized 90% $ 40 rrmmmrad =24 nmm. mrad S4 n.mm. mrad

emittance

Peak current = 100 A 2 150A > 200A

Energy spread (FI’WHM) s 0,2% sol% s 0.1%

The required micropulae charge is at least 2 nC within these specification.

The proposed facility will have a series of FEL oscillators through which the electron beam will

pass sequentially (fig, 1), The oscillators requiring better electron beam quality are first in the

sequence. There will be slight energv extraction from the electron beam in each of the oecillutors,

hence only slight beam quality degradation. Thus if the electron beam satisfies the requirements for

the first, oscillator, the l~am will still have su~icient quality by the time it reaches any ~f the latter

oscillators to satisfy their less stringent requirements too

All emittances quoted in this paper refer to the normalized phase-space arens occupied by 90%

of the beam’s particlen, Thus if the beam has a waist with radiub r. and maximum divergence angle

r,): tho emittance will be slightly legs than y n r<,r,,’

3. Emittance analysis

There are four mechanisms in the injector that contribute to ernittnnce growth:

● l,inear space charge

● Nonlinear space charge

● Nonlinear time independent rf

● Linear timedependent rf
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We will examine each one of these mechanisms in turn. We will show that the first one will

dominate, but can be eliminated completely, and that the residual emittance will primarily be due LO

a tradeoff btw(en the second and fourth ones

31 Linear space charge

This is the most important mechanism, so this part will comprise the hulk of this paper, In

fig. 2 we see a typical emittance plot as a function of distance down the Iinac for a typical simulation

for an 8-nC, 20-ps pulse in a 1.3-GHz photoinjector We see an immediate emitLance growth to about

100 n.mmmrad and subsequent reduction to a minimum of about 25 n.mmmrad At a location

zfdowrwtredm. The location of zfcan be pushed arbitrarily far away, and at a sufficiently high energy

there is essentially no emittance growth after that Iocatlon. We will show, in this section, how this

emittance growth and reduction occurs wiLh J simple model We will gtudy a drifting slug beam

(fig.2). the etTect9 of rfaccelerktion and rf focusing will be shown to be a variation in the definition of

the space charge force mmi, the distances z and ?l, and the initial size and divergence of the slug For

convenience we will also define an internal coordinate svstemp and ( to indicate difleren Lpoints in

the glugbeam, withp = rOdefini Iig the initial raditil size [n fig 2 wedetine pints B to represent the

axial edges for p = r. and points A for the center at p = r.. We let the slug beam drift a distance :1 to

a lens and a distnnce z tier the lens.

The emittance growth mechanism that is due to linear gpace charge [which we will define In

eq (6)1 has been outlined before [41 for a drifting beam However, the physics is very difTerent after

focusing with a lens, as w? will show

First we will examine the effect of constant space charge We will call this the weak focusing

limit. This casa with zero initial beam divergence has a solution that is conai%tant with a well focused

beam downstream, which is not true in general We assume the space-charge force mJ is a function

only ofpand <and not of~. The edge of the beam initially at location fro, Q will ObeY

r(<) = r,, + .i(r,,. <)zf?/2

r’(() = A(r,,. oz,

at the lens If we aosume J (p,<) = (pro) .i /(), weobtnin a Iominar beam, although this is not required

for [he .wbsequent development We next asqume a linear Ieno at position z = O of focal length I ~1.

Then at pmition z the beam Age obeys

r(<) = r. t A(<)(zl + ZP12 .a[.lr~ + A(<) Z12Z12}

r’(~ =A(zl +2) .nl-f r,, + .l(~)llz/2) (1)

[n fig 3, we examine the phase space plots corresponding to different axia: Icwntions We observe In

(d) that the emittance is different from the emittarwe In (c) This difference is becauae the relativ~

velocity between points A and t) varies between (c) and (d) by

A [1’~ – I’B )=z[.\(A)-\(Il)]
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Because of this effect we can reduce the emittance. It is important to remember this is only possible

because the space charge varies for different particles. In fact with

2,+2
2—, (2)

‘L =
22

we obtain

and

therefore,

z +221
r(~ = — (.!(Q(z2-z~)-2r) ,

22 0

(3)

2,+2
/(Q= y(l(Q(z2-zf)-2r) ;

o
z

2 (Z, + z)
(4)

r (Q Z(Z+2 Z,) ‘

which is not a function of either 1 or <. This is an important result because now at z the emittance has

been reduced to zero because all pints lie along a line at the same orientation in phase space.

There are Lwo major regimes to examine. The beam can either make a waist or a crowmver

(fig. 4) depending on the relative strengths of the lens and the space charge. By using ec (2) in eq ( 1)

we obtain

2r
.-: =(22-2; – 2rOll) (z + 22,)
A

The three solutions for r = O are

z = Zcnt

z = -z~r~

z = -221

where we define

zfr,,= z: - 2r:A

Becaunt we are only concerned with z >0, only the first solution is imporbant From eq (3) we see

that for O <z <zCm, r <0 and for z>zCn,, r>(.) Thus we have two regimes: a crooaover will occur for

z <zC,If, and one can Yhow only a waist will occur for z >zc~. Thus our analyaie is only valid for

z >Zcni, because we assumed a cono~nt -~ce-charge force. The nnalysic fails if thure in a cromover.

in fact the nnalyeis can only uhow that there in a solution ●nd cannot predict if it occurs befole or after

the croesover We will examine this regime Iatar with a more general form for the rtpmce charge

For validi!y of the space charge approximation, the beam must always be nearly the same size

In particular, the ~am must undergo a waist, but also must not expand much beyond it Thus, we

muet obey
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z= zc~(l + c) (5)

where c is about 1!10 or SO,

The above analysis can be extendd for general space charge as long as the beam expansion ig

self-similar, meaning that the ratio of the space charge forces at two pointsin the beam is a constant,

or

$(%)’”
Typi:ally, J is a function of the radius of the beam; thus,

CA
r-=—=k(r, p,~

&2

Equation (7) is in general hard to integrate. However, tithe beam expansion is self-wrnilar,

,l(r, p,&J= k(p, Ql(z) ,

thus,

r “=k(p, CA(z)

Integrating with boundary condition r’(-zf) = O,

1

II

a2
r= ro+h A (Z’)cfz’ dz2

-a 1 -a I
and

I
a

r’=h A(z’)dz’
-x

I

Jp to the lens; then

ao I‘2

I

o

r =ro+k A(z’)dz’&2+z A !2? &
-I -8 -s )

1 1 1

-aL.(~o+~~~, l;,,‘(fiti&2)
1

and

(1

1

f=k -s A(z’)dZ’)-aL(rO+~ ~“s ~’2 ~(fltidz,)

1 I -a I

&r it. These equations, similar to eq. (l), are of the form

r =A+Bh-aL. (C+Dh)

r ‘= E+ Fh-aL(G+Hh)

where all the p, < dependency is in k. The only solutionn for a~ for zaro emit~~nce at z satisfy

(6)

(7)

0=aaL9+b9L+C

where

a=- ffi+CH
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b= BG-AH-CF+DE

c= AF -BE

For this case,

a=O

;

H ‘2
r:

b =r l(z’)cfz’ &2 - roz
I

A (Z7&’
“02, 0

I
1

co=r A (z’) Liz’
- z,

and

(
z

A (z’) dz’
JZ

1

‘L= z

I

z

H

‘2
z .\ (z? d - .\ (z? &&2

u o
al

(8)

which reduces to eq, (4) in the weak focusing iimit. Thus, as long as the beam expansion is self-

similar (eq. 6), eq 7 holds which leads to ~.he unique solution for the lens’ strength , eq (8)

A solution exists for an initial divergence of the beam. [n that caw, with the weak focusing

limit,

(r ~-}r’o(z, +z))(z, +z)

aL = z’
; (ro+ #czl)

From eq (8), we know a solution occurs, but in general we don’t know ifit is before or &r a

be~m crosaovor. We will next examine the case of a crossover with consmnt space charge before z = O

for z >0 witha I. = -~lzl indicating focus at z = z, For this model one can show that a golution

exists for both z < zlsnd alao z >Z1 for non-zero ro’. Although this is not a regime that or;e wants to

operate in (because a croaaover will introduce nonlinear space charge emit~nce growth), it is unusual

because there are two minimum emittance locations

One can also ghow for the weak focue model with initial divergence rO’that for ZI = Oand rc’

>0, if

r. = @U2 + r~(3f2~z ,

one solution occurs before and e second one after the wai~t



With rfacceleration and focusing, z, Zl, L, r. and rj take on different values, With rf

acceleration, new functions A‘and z‘ are defined by

A‘ = Nyz (z)

&‘= dzlytz)

because the transverse acceleration goes l/~, An explicit form for the emittance with rf acceleration

can be derived by integrating the above two equations [51.If we assume a linear constant f~using

field for the rf without acceleration, we can replace eq. (1) for r by

aL

““(A‘)z [A(1 –cos(fi zl)]+roacoa(fizl)
(9)

r=
a[l-tms(

where aL is the usual lens constant and a is a distributed facusing term so that

r “=A-ra

Including the focusing a effectively changes the values of ro, A and ro’to use. This will be examined in

more detail in another paper [5]. [n general, we know that ifa is a function of z, a solution still exists

from the linear nature of the equations, but is is hard to write an explicit formula for aL. [fa (z) is

piecewise constant, a solution of the form ofec. (9) in a series is possible. In fact, any function a (z)

can be represented s~lciently well by a series of piecewise constant values, if the intervals are taken

stilciently close together. A computer can aid in this type of analysis

If the beam expansion is stilciently self-similar, then we can write an explicit solution foi ~~

[f

r“ = k(p, <) A(z) - (plpo) a(z) ,

then

aL = N’M

where

;

H
82

N=(ro– a(z’) &&~ (~’ Ab7&”)+ (~’ (’2 A(z?&dz, + I“ A(zhlz’) 1’ Q(z?d.z’
-1 1

-1
I

-# 1
-1 ) -,

I 1
-1 -1

and
I 1

(I

(J
a

H 12
0

H

I

M=r,, z HZWZJ+ (1 I
‘2 ‘

A(z7&- a (z’) dz’ dz A(z’)dz’&
o 0 -1 I

-8 I –J
1

–a
1

–a
1

I
o 0

(l I‘2

I

a i

H

‘2
+2 !A(H)+Z ,\ (z-l dz’ dz2 a(z7dz’ - a(z’)dz’dz

-8 -1 -1 –a
zj~l ,(zc,dzj

I 1 1 1
–1 I –1 I

o

-1 I12 I
#

a(z’)dz’dzz A (2?&
-a –1 –I )

I 1 I
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3.2 Nonlinear Spce Charge

Nonlinear space charge effects cannot in genera] be removed. Thus for the weak focusing limit,

the criterion of eq. (5) must be used to minimizo the non-self-similar beam expansion. As you will see

in sect. 4, with this criterion, the nonlinear space charge still are not negligible. In addition to non-

self-sirnilar beam expansion, nonlinear space charge can wcur from beam divergences and

convergence. With a beam angle of 6, the emittance grows like

/

02 Ld
C=2 fi,\Oz ;+–—

~z 80

for a drift of length z and a bunch of length L. The first term is a ;onstxmt for any angle, but the

second term grows for larger 8.

3.3 Nonlinear, time-independent rffielda

This term refers LO the nonlinear component in the rffields, i.c , the component that deviates

from

Er(r,z) = Eo(z) rcos (wt + $) (lo)

An earlier work has calculated cavity shapes for linear rffields for sufTlciently low frequencies that

the electrostatic solution can be used [6]. An extension to electromagnetic fields is possible and

necessary: at 1.3 GHz the nonlinearity of tht fields contribute something like 15 n.mm. mrad to

the normalized 90% emittnrlce.

34 Linear, tirne-&~ndent rffielda

For one of the cases we will consider in sect. 4, the emittance of 15 nmmmrad aris.sw from a

combination of 11 n from the nonlinear space-charge effect and 11 n from the linear, time-dependent

rf fields for a pulse of 20 pa. This last effect occurs from the time dependency of the rf fields, We

assume the rffieldg obey eq (10). Then the emittince resulting from the time dependency goes as [71

t-E. r2L

where r is the radius of the beam and L is itg length. The physical size of the beam can be reduced to

make these elTecta gmaller until the nonlinear space-charge forces appear. With zero charge in the

beam, it ig ~ssible to eliminate thig efkt with a third-harmonic cavity following each Iinac section

because there will be no radial mixing. Iiowever, with space charge, the radial mixing destroys the

corre]alion bdore the third-harmonic cavity, To reduce this e~ect with space charge, either a third-

harmon c component must be introducd into each of the first couple of cavities or the constant E.

roll-t be ~educed for each one. E. can be reduced by proper selection of the parameters p and v in the

linear field solution extension of[6] for electromagnetic fielde.
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4. Photoelectric injector design

Using the above analysis as a guide, we were able to design a robust injector for an XUV FEL

with 8 nc of charge within 20 ps, In fig. 5 we see the design and the PARMELA simulation output

corresponding to it. The results are well within the requirements outlined in sect. 2.

The cavities used for the simulation in tig. 5 are ones currently in use at Los Alamos. They are

somewhat nonlinear; the Ilnal emittance of 23 n.mm. mrad resulted from half nonlinear rffields

and nonlinear space charge. We artificially linearized the rf fields to observe the benefit, It allowed

us to enlarge the beam radius and drop the nonlinear space charge part until it was equal to the

contribution from the linear-time-dependent rf. The overall emittance was then 15 n.mm. mrad.

If we enlarged the beam further to eliminate all traces of the nonlinear space charge, the linear, time-

de~ndent rfpart grew to 18 nmm. mrad. This is how we would like to operate the injector ifat

this point we could remove the linear-time-dependent rfcontribution by o~e of che techniques

discussed above,

5. Conclusion

A photoelectric injector design analysis has been presented The emittance growth from the

dominant mechanism has been shown to be eliminated with a simple lens cofllguration, leaving only

a small residual emittance resulting from the other mechanisms. This analysis can lead to general

design considerations including electrostatic and rf focusing, which is addressed in another paper [5].

The new photoelectric injector design shows very low emittance for 8 nC, and the leading remaining

contributors to thet emittance have been identfled. Techniques to reduce this emithnce further

have been outlined
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Conf@wation of the proposed Los Alamos XUV/U V FEL (1 to 400 rim). One rflinear

accelerator drives multiple FEL oscillators in series.

Typical transverse emittance versus beamline position plot for a photoelectric injector,

showing quick initial growth and subsequent reduction for a slug beam and physical

description of a slug beam, with internal coordinates p and <.

Transverse phase-space plots showing emittance growth and reduction.

(a) initial phase-space plot with very ~mall emittance.

(b) phase space plot after drift Z1 to lens, showing the emittance growth due to the

differerit expansion rates of points A and B.

(c) phase space plot immediately tier lens, showing rotation due b the lens. The

emittance is unchanged because we assume the lens is linear.

(d) phase space plot after drift z behind lens, showing the emittance reduction due to the

different expansion rates of points A and B.

Definition of a crossover and a waist. The golid line is the initial transvrse phage space

distribution and the dotted line is the final distribution.

(a) A crossover is formed when converging particles cross the r’ axis while transforming

to diverging particles.

(b) A Waist is formed when converging particles cross the r axis while transforming to

diverging particles.

Photoelectric injecor desi,n of first few accelerator tanks nnd corresponding PA RMELA

output showing energy spread and emitt.ante a~ a function of energy.
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